CARMACK'S MASTERS WILL ATTEMPT TO AVERAGE EARLY SETBACK AT HANDS OF CORNELL FIVE

Victory Over Ithacans and Defeats for CANADIANS PLAN TO ORGANIZE FRESHMEN

Pennsylvania

The advantage of performing on their day the university dribblers will have victory this afternoon and defeats for standing. Tonight, the Hanover cour'

Coach Ortner's Cornell invaders are received in Philadelphia last evening and the album In Philaelphla last evening, and

Moeling's talented passers make for Cornell University Club at meeting

Pennsylvania's swimmers win straw match and Aveners Early setback at hands of Cornell El

WEAKENED TEAM OPPOSES CANADA

Strong Tiger Team

The meeting of the university teams was held on the university grounds.
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SWIMMERS OPPOSE STRONG TEAM

Pennsylvania's swimmers win straw match and Aveners Early setback at hands of Cornell El

Weather Humpers Baseball Practice

The weather was just right for the baseball practice this afternoon.

PROVOST DINES BEFORE DEPARTURE ON ALUMNI

Monday evening, the Provost entertained the alumni of the university.

Two More Schools May Enter Tourney

Lancaster and Philipsheil Parrish's entrance, Smith and Rich will be held.

Two more high school teams will be added to the large number already signed up to compete in the interscholastic Tourney,

om 11:30 the Pennsylvania university will face a team from New Haven, by a score of 5 to 4. It is expected that the game will be
to the University, in addition to the N.G.I. and the University, the Board of Trustees regarding the future of the school, and the steps that must be taken to

Chairman Hough, of the United States. The meeting of the university teams was held on the university grounds.

FOPES OPEN LEAGUE MATCH WITH COLUMBIA

Pennsylvania's fencing team will meet the Columbia University team at the university.

Two More High Schools May Be Added to the Large Number Already Signed Up to Compete in the Interscholastic Tourney, Which Will Begin on June 30th at Both Ends,

As a result of the demand for the interscholastic Tourney, which is very popular, the school authorities have decided to add two more high schools to the list of those already entered.

CAMPUS LIFE JANUARY 1924


The university was in full swing last week, with the intercollegiate matches taking place and the interfraternity activities in full swing.
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WHERE TO GO IN PHILADELPHIA
THE BEST THEATERS MOVIES PLACES TO DINE AND DANCE

HOLIDAY BILL AT KEITHS
A great holiday week has just been presented at R. P. Keith's Theater this week and a order to accommodate the holiday crowds this year, there will be extra matinees given. The regular matinees will start at 1:30 sharp and the special matinees of 4:30 with the usual evening performances at 8 o'clock. Ed Shields, the American girl who has been a sensation for several years in England is bringing a splendid vaudeville show with a series of male impersonations. Antonio and Nina DeMilles, marvelous Tungs dancers from the Argentine with their seven trained scores are a special added attraction. Willard Clark and Co., make exists of laughter in his Four 'What?' bits. Willam and Dick Thomas, a clever pair of comics, with musical numbers have a silly singing and dancing item and the remainder of the bill includes Fred Sylvester and Co., Walt and Van, Nothenand, Andrews, and Dick and Edy. 

WEEK OF FEBRUARY 25th
The American Master of Poetry and Dance
EDDIE LEONARD
AND MISTY FLYNN
New Songs New Dance New Novelties

BIRD MILLMAN
The Little Queen of the Wire

DIVORCE FILM PAYS OFF AT ATTRACTION
in breaking, during February style Rupert Hughes lays bare America's melodramatic evil—divorce— in his triumph—a screen achievement. "Reno," featuring Lew Cody, Carmel Myers, George Walsh and Helen Chadwick, which will be the principal photographic attraction at the Fox Theatre this week. Marrying Director Erna Rappe has selected a splendid supporting cast for the attraction which will include the comedians from "Jest," by Gerald, who will star the children. Richard Bublitz, a popular violinist of the Fox Theatre Grand Orchestra, will play "Mendelssohn," by Kreisler and "Elgar," by Mendelssohn. Thalia Zanou will be seen in a novel trampoline act.

THE PENSylvANIAN

"The Courtship of Myles Standish"
FROM LONGFELLOW'S FAMOUS EPIC
Most famous romance in all American literature
SUPERBLY ACTED — STUPENDOUS PRODUCTION — MATCHLESS PHOTOGRAPHY
Cost nearly $1,000,000 to make
9 months in the making, 6 months research & name parts
ENRICO BERNARDI AS FROSCILLA

An Ideal Floor with Real Music for Refined Dancing
PARKWAY DANCETTE
1624 ARCH STREET
ADMISSION: LADIES 45c. GENTLEMEN 60c. Including Waterette and Tax
WEDNESDAY, FRIDAY AND SATURDAY EVENINGS
BEAUMONT and BUTTS ORCHESTRA
MR. JOSEPH E. COAN, Host
MR. J. F. JOHNSTON, Director of Instructors
MR. ALBERT LOPREZO, Tango Instructor
MISS MARGARET C. GODDARD, INSTRUCTOR

DANCING EVERY EVENING AT 8:45
SATURDAY MATINEES AT 3:00

STUDIO DANSANT
1830 Market Street
PRIVATE INSTRUCTIONS—5 LESSONS $5.00
Telephone Spruce 4321

Hail A Yellow on the Street or Call
Yellow Cap Locust 3200
No cabs are or ever will be operated at lower rates
COMMON FRESHMAN YEAR SOLVES GREAT PROBLEM

Recent Scholar's Improvement Results of Methods Practised by Yale in Experiment

MORE CONCENTRATION REQUIRED

Yale University, according to President Angell, is solving the problem of how to give to freshmen the better start in their education which Yale has in recent years made to the improvement of collegiate methods.

For years the Freshman has been in many ways the most difficult problem facing the colleges. To set aside, for the supervision of this group a body of specially selected men chosen for their outstanding abilities as teachers marks an important step in American education. The fact that the scholarship of the experimental classes has risen through the organization has shown a distinct and continuous improvement, with a corresponding improvement in the teaching brought about by students.

The English department, under the leadership of Mr. Finnegane, is presenting to the colleges. To set aside, for the supervision of this group a body of specially selected men chosen for their outstanding abilities as teachers marks an important step in American education. The fact that the scholarship of the experimental classes has risen through the organization has shown a distinct and continuous improvement, with a corresponding improvement in the teaching brought about by students.
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Since 1837—Quality

Since its opening, Harvard College has been the focus of much social and competitive sport, and as a means of recruiting, the men's tennis team has been a popular and successful part of the campus. The team is not only a source of pride for the college community but also a means of developing future leaders and role models for younger students. Harvard is one of the most successful college tennis teams in the country, with numerous national championships and individual titles to their name.

Tennis is a popular sport in the United States, and its popularity continues to grow. In recent years, there has been a surge in interest in tennis, both at the college level and in the general public. This interest is partly due to the success of professional tennis players, who have brought the sport to a new level of sophistication and excitement. The rise of social tennis has also contributed to the sport's popularity, as it provides a fun and active way to stay healthy and connected with others.

In conclusion, Harvard's tennis team is a testament to the sport's enduring appeal and the college tennis community's commitment to excellence. The team's success is a source of pride for the college and its students, and it continues to inspire young people to take up the game and pursue their dreams on the court.
Students Notice: Turn Spare Time Into Dollars

Here is an opportunity to earn 50 per cent commission. Our men are earning $50.00 per week.

APPLY TO: CHAS. S. RICKARDS
44 N. 54th ST., after 6 P.M.
Phone Belmont 5024

Fidelity Shoe Repair Shop
Never Too Late to Mend
Equipped to serve you with a High Grade Line of

STEVEN'S SHOES

Exclusively made quality shoes - as well as render unexcelled service and workmanship in our modern repair department. Quick service a specialty.

C. A. MUSI & CO.
3611 Woodland Avenue

Phone: B1ring 7838

Always a Free Shine with a Pair of Our Shoes